Three Arrested as...

Another Arms Cache Seized

Col. Carlos Canille, chief of the military intelligence service, announced the seizure of another arms cache in a Vedado apartment yesterday and reported the arrest of three persons who are charged with participation in the frustrated armed attack on the Presidential Palace last March 15.

An official announcement said that intelligence agents made the seizure in apartment No. 1 of Calle 22 between 11th and 12th in Vedado.

The cache consisted of Thompson machineguns, carbines, 45 caliber pistols, hand grenades, cartridges, packages of dynamite, fuses, electric batteries, maps of Havana, subversive propaganda and letters addressed to the late Jose A. Echevarria and rebel leader Fidel Castro.

Likewise, the announcement reported the arrest of J. Soto Diaz, Eligio Camache Rodriguez and Pedro Gutierrez Rodriguez. These three were picked up in different parts of the city.

Military intelligence quoted the trio as confessing that they met in the aforementioned Vedado apartment with Jose A. Echevarria and Eladio Prieto Guillaume.

Echevarria, who was president of the University Students Federation (FEU), was killed in a clash with police as he emerged from a radio station in Vedado which he had assaulted while the attack was being launched on the Palace. Prieto Guillaume was killed in the Palace attack.

The Russia Premier told Danish government that Denmark would be attacked by Russians if Danish bases are used for a war against the Soviet Union.

In a letter to Premier Billedsen, Nikolai Bulganin said that small country like Denmark should not face 'suicide', such an attack.

This was the latest in a series of similar letters published in Scandinavian newspapers.